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Preface
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Microscope. Ashima Chhabra assisted in recording data for the sample P. syringae.
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Thomas Whale and Benjamin Murray (K-feldspar), and Adam Durant (rhyolitic ash).

The bacterial sample of Pseudomonas fluorescens was provided by Nufarm Americas

and cultured by Adam Cary, who freeze dried the bacteria for later aerosol use. The

experiment and data analysis was performed by myself. Alexander Kostinski provided

support in the form of theoretical understanding, and Jennifer Becker collaborated

with writing of the article.

The third article, Contact freezing by soluble salts, was an experiment designed by

Will Cantrell and myself, and built by our very talented machinist Jesse Nordeng. I

was responsible for all the data collection and a majority of analysis, with support

from Will. The article was collaboratively written.
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Abstract

We present results from experiments that emulate atmospheric ice nucleation by

aerosols. We have refined experimental techniques to improve measurements of ice

forming nuclei in the contact mode. Our results show that atmospherically relevant

dusts such as kaolinite, feldspar, rhyolitic ash, and Arizona Test Dust have efficiencies

in the contact mode that are higher than the immersion mode. Experiments with

bacteria show that biological material has the potential to contribute significantly to

ice concentrations, but has large variability. By choosing a soluble compound as an

ice nucleus, we are able to place bounds on the timescale for contact freezing and

estimate the nucleation time from impact to be 10−9 seconds. Finally, we conclude

that the contact mode can increase nucleation rates in two ways: by the creation of

a triple-phase line with an insoluble nucleus, or by the collision event.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Nucleation Theory

Ice nucleation is a phenomenon characterized by the sudden phase transition from

metastable liquid water to solid ice. The liquid becomes metastable when cooled

past its melting point, and the phase transition of freezing does not occur at 273.15K

due to the impossibility of suddenly ”snapping” every molecule into a crystal lattice.

Creating a new surface of the child phase has an energy penalty proportional to the

area A of the surface. The constant of proportionality is the surface free energy (σ),

and the change in Gibbs Free Energy (G) from creating that surface is

∆G = Aσil, (1.1)

where σil denotes the interface of ice and liquid. This is analogous to the surface

tension σlv, where the interface is between liquid and vapor. The benefit derived
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from partitioning to the more stable phase is the difference in chemical potentials

between the ice and liquid, multiplied by the volume of new phase,

∆G = −V (µi − µl). (1.2)

Here µi is the chemical potential per unit volume of the ice phase, and µl the liquid

phase. The change is negative indicating a reduction in the potential of the system.

Combining the equations, the Gibbs Free Energy creates a potential well, where the

metastable liquid water exists until it is able to overcome the energy barrier due to

creation of a surface,

∆G = Aσil − V (µi − µl). (1.3)

This describes homogeneous nucleation, where the ice forms spontaneously within

the liquid phase. Atmospheric scientists are generally concerned with the rate of

formation of the ice phase. This can give information about the evolution of clouds

and formation of precipitation. Supposing the geometry of the new phase is spherical,

Eq. 1.3 can be written as

∆G = 4πr2σil −
4
3πr

3(µi − µl), (1.4)

where r is the radius of the ice embryo. By solving the equation above for its maxi-

mum, the critical radius (r∗) is found at which any larger embryos will grow without

bound as the new solid phase. The population of pre-critical embryos is given by the

Boltzmann distribution,
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n(r) = nL exp
(
−∆G
kT

)
, (1.5)

nL is the number density of liquid molecules per unit volume, and n(r) is the number

of embryos. The number of nucleation events per unit volume is equal to the number

of embryos at the critical size, which gain one more water molecule and begin to

grow as each additional molecule is energetically favorable. The rate at which critical

embryos gain that additional molecule was derived by Turnbull and Fisher as the

jump frequency (kT/h) times the activation energy of a single molecule exp(∆g/kT )

[13], yielding

J = nlkT

h
exp

(
∆g
kT

)
exp

(
−∆G∗

kT

)
. (1.6)

where J is the rate of formation of supercritical clusters per unit volume and ∆G∗ is

the energy barrier. Although this expression is complete for homogeneous nucleation,

determination of ∆G∗ has proven difficult.

Ice formation in the atmosphere is found to proceed through either homogeneous

or heterogeneous nucleation. For atmospheric conditions, homogeneous nucleation

occurs when temperatures are at or below -38ÂžC (Puppacher & Klett 2010)[18].

Heterogeneous ice nucleation requires the presence of a foreign catalyst and proceeds

through four pathways at temperatures higher than the homogeneous limit. Deposi-

tion nucleation is the process where water vapor deposits directly onto a solid surface

directly in the form of ice. Condensation/immersion nucleation is characterized by

the presence of a solid particle in the bulk of the liquid that catalyzes freezing. Con-

tact nucleation is identified by aerosol particles on the surface of supercooled water

droplets that initiate freezing.
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The effect of the heterogeneous nuclei is to lower the energy barrier, thus promoting

the nucleation rate at higher temperatures. Our focus is on contact mode nucleation,

which appears to promote freezing to the highest temperatures. A full treatment

of the heterogeneous nucleation rate equation is rather exhaustive, and does not

provide much insight or accuracy. Similar to the homogeneous equation, an accurate

calculation of the rate rests on a number of thermodynamic terms which are simply

not yet well constrained. We choose to focus our work on the contact mode because

the other modes have been characterized empirically, whereas contact mode has very

little quantitative information available. It also presents an interesting challenge,

because the difference between contact and immersion modes is not yet understood

mechanistically.

1.2 History of Contact Nucleation

The very first laboratory observations of contact mode possibly occurred in the the

late 40s, but due to a lack of development in the field were not immediately recognized

as a distinct nucleation mode (Rau W. 1949)1. It was recognized and delineated later

by Gokhale and Goold (1968)[11] when they used experiments to show particles that

came into contact with the droplet after it had been supercooled exhibited nucleation

at higher temperatures than if the particle is placed on or in the droplet before cooling.

Gokhale and Spengler (1971)[12] expanded this work to a vertical wind tunnel and

freely suspended water droplets. Using AgI, some clays, and sand, in the size range

of 2-8um, they found contact freezing could be initiated at around -3 to -9C. However

they made little effort to quantify the amount of substance contacting the droplet. Sax

and Goldsmith (1972)[19] soon performed similar experiments of supercooled droplets
1Unterkhulbarkeit des Wassers und atmosphärische Eisbildung. Wetter und Klima, 2, 81-92
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falling through an aerosol cloud. They used Aitken sized aerosol, and found freezing

temperatures from -10 to -19C which began to hint that the size or surface area of the

particle makes a difference. Pitter and Pruppacher (1973)[17] set up a vertical wind

tunnel similar to Gokhale and Spengler (1971) and used it to estimate the relevance

of contact mode to the atmosphere by performing a number of experiments that

emulated atmospheric conditions.

Ice nucleation, up until this point in history, had been reported in terms of the frozen

fraction. This number is the number of water droplets that freeze out of a population

when each droplet is exposed to similar conditions. Those conditions could be a pinch

of dust sprinkled on droplets, some silver iodide sprayed from a nebulizer, or a small

dust sample injected into an air stream. The qualitative conclusions were apparent;

contact mode reliably initates freezing at the warmest temperatures. Pitter and

Pruppacher (1973) made the first attempt at quantifying aerosol particle number by

assuming laminar flow around their droplets and calculating the collision rate of small

particles in an airflow around the droplet, coming up with a number of ”thousands”.

By using some atmospherically motivated dusts and a more complete treatment of

temperature profiles, they concluded that contact mode has the possibility of being

very relevant to atmospheric ice nuclei concentrations.

An exhaustive survey of organic materials was performed by A. Fletcher (1972)[6]

that found out of 1000 substances, only 47 qualified as ”good ice nuclei”. In the mid

70s, the question ”What makes contact mode distinct from immersion mode?” had

yet to be answered. With classical nucleation theory (CNT) being found in good

agreement with pure liquid water droplets, N.H. Fletcher’s 1958 work[7] Size Effect

in Heterogeneous Nucleation seemed to indicate that a full understanding of hetero-

geneous modes was only a few unknown, but measurable, variables away. W. Cooper

(1974)[2] published a very provoking theory of the contact nucleation mechanism,

which was heavily debated by N. Fukuta who then published his own theory in 1975.
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Both of these are explained in more detail in section 4. They both extend CNT and

have testable hypothesis for the requirements of a contact ice nucleus (IN).

After the 1970s, many more researchers took on the challenge of contact nucleation.

Biological substances such as bacteria, pollen, and leaf matter were tested. Soil sam-

ples were dug up and people gathered clays and dusts from around the world. The

findings expanded our knowledge base but only did not make clear the underlying

principles of contact mode. Studies of the other modes also expanded, and due to

interest from the atmospheric community, immersion mode became the most studied.

With numerous field measurement campaigns such as the NASA sponsored ARC-

TAS2, and Department of Energy sponsored ISDAC3 and M-PACE4, a gap in pre-

dictions of ice number concentrations opened up. It was found that immersion and

deposition modes had significant trouble explaining ice production in mixed phase

arctic clouds[16][21]. It was proposed that contact mode could help bridge the gap,

but more work was necessary to fully characterize the process.

Westbrook and Illingworth[21] have recently completed a survey of the ice production

in Arctic stratus clouds, and found that entrainment methods and local cooling are

unable to explain the gradual freezing observed. The entrained aerosol population

is not enough to replenish depletion of IN by immersion and deposition freezing.

They suggest that perhaps the stochastic nature of freezing is continually creating

ice particles. Nominally poor ice nuclei have a residence time within droplets long

enough to freeze the droplet, causing continual regeneration of the IN count. They

also suggest that collection from interstitial aerosol can lead to contact freezing, and

that collection is slow enough to gradually turn liquid droplets to ice. Modeling work

by Yang et al. (2013) support these hypotheses, showing that the ice particle creation

is volumetric, and occurs throughout the cloud instead of just at the top or bottom

(as one might expect from entrainment).
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Recent work by Hoffmann et al.[14] has studied the effectiveness of mineral dusts in

the contact mode. They employ an electrodynamic balance to levitate water droplets,

and size select particles before introducing them to the droplet. They measure the

efficiency, defined as the ratio of impacts causing freezing to total number of particle-

droplet collisions. Their size resolved experiments show that the super-micron sized

fraction of aerosol is a more effective ice nucleus than smaller modes.

Assessment of atmospheric ice nuclei is still an ongoing field of research[15]. Labo-

ratory studies show disagreement in ice nuclei counts, which makes ice microphysical

models unreliable for weather and climate prediction. The work described here-in

advances the field through laboratory studies of the contact mode.
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Chapter 2

Articles Concerning Contact Mode

Our initial impetus was to survey the atmosphere and identify possible relevant ice

nuclei. Those could then be tested with a newly developed instrument and the contact

mode delineated from the immersion and deposition modes. The first two articles do

just that, and demonstrate the expected results that contact freezing can occur at

higher temperatures than immersion freezing. In the second article, we discover that

some ice-negative bacteria Pseudomonas fluorescens can be a more effective nucle-

ator than the mineral dusts kaolinite, rhyolitic ash, and Arizona test dust. Bacteria

without IN genes have been ignored as not contributing at all to ice counts in the

atmosphere, although we show that they may still be relevant. We also find that a

strand of Pseudomonas syringae (CC94) without the usual INA gene has no nucle-

ating efficiency, leading to the conclusion that there is a wide variability in biological

substances.

The last article departs from the first two in purpose. The difference between contact

and immersion freezing has two leading theories, one proposed by Norihiko Fukuta[10]
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and the other William A. Cooper[2]. Neither had been tested empirically, but pro-

vided a number of predictions on the requirements for an ice nucleus that could be

investigated. Our experiments led to the discovery of ice nucleation by exothermic

salts, and possibly a new mechanism of contact freezing. By ruling out all other

possibilities, we find that only the impact is able to trigger freezing. Knowing this,

we are able to place a bound on the timescale for the critical embryo to form, and

find it to be before the heat of dissolution raises the temperature of the supercooled

droplet.
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Chapter 3

A Technique to Measure Ice Nuclei

in the Contact Mode

The material contained in this chapter was previously published in Journal of Oceanic

and Atmospheric Technology. The work is copyrighted by the American Meteorolog-

ical Society and is reprinted with permission.
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A Technique to Measure Ice Nuclei in the Contact Mode

Joseph Niehaus, Kristopher W. Bunker, Swarup China
Alexander Kostinski, Claudio Mazzoleni, and Will Cantrell ∗

Michigan Technological University, Houghton, Michigan

ABSTRACT

We present a new technique to study ice nucleation by aerosols in the contact mode. Contact
freezing depends upon the interaction of a supercooled droplet of water and an aerosol particle,
with the caveat that the particle must be at the air-water interface. To measure nucleation
catalyzed in this mode, we employ water droplets which are supercooled via a temperature
controlled copper stage, then pull aerosol laden air past them. Particles deposit out of the
air stream and come into contact with the surface of the droplet. We report the probability
that a particle-droplet collision initiates a freezing event, necessitating knowledge of the total
number of particles which collide with the droplet. In tests of the technique, we find that
ice nucleation by the bacteria Pseudomonas syringae is more efficient in the contact mode than
in the immersion mode by two orders of magnitude at -3 ◦C with the difference diminishing by -8 ◦C.

1. Introduction

Atmospheric aerosol may catalyze formation of
ice in Earth’s atmosphere through four known
nucleation pathways or modes – deposition, im-
mersion, condensation, or contact. In deposi-
tion mode nucleation, water vapor adsorbs to
the aerosol particle and forms ice directly, with-
out an intervening liquid stage. Immersion and
condensation mode nucleation both require the
presence of the bulk, supercooled liquid; the dif-
ference between the two is primarily in how the
particle comes to be surrounded by the liquid
phase. In contrast to the first three, contact
mode nucleation is initiated by a supercooled
droplet of water coming into contact with an
aerosol particle. It is the presence of the parti-
cle at the air-water interface which triggers the
freezing event.

The deposition, immersion, and condensation
modes may be quantified by exposing aerosol
particles to the appropriate combinations of rel-
ative humidity and temperature. For example,
deposition nuclei (i.e. those aerosol particles
which are active as ice nuclei in the deposition

mode at a given temperature) can be detected
and counted by exposing aerosol particles to a
known temperature and relative humidity with
respect to ice. Ice crystals are then the result of
deposition nucleation, since the probability of
homogeneous nucleation of ice directly from the
vapor phase is vanishingly small. The immer-
sion and condensation modes can be quantified
by first exposing the aerosol to a supersaturation
with respect to water, then exposing the subse-
quent droplet to a low temperature and moni-
toring its phase.

Numerous methods have been employed over the
past 50 years to accomplish such processing, in-
cluding filter samples (see e.g. Roberts and Hal-
lett (1968); Bundke et al. (2008)), mixing cham-
bers (e.g. López and Ávila (2013)), and parallel
plate diffusion chambers (e.g. Rogers (1988);
Hussain and Saunders (1984); Tomlinson and
Fukuta (1985)). The key element in all of the
instruments is that an aerosol particle’s ice nu-
cleation activity is indicated by the presence or
absence of ice crystals after all of the particles
have been exposed to some combination of tem-
perature and relative humidity.
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Measurements of contact nucleation, unlike de-
position and immersion/condensation, cannot
be done only by exposing the aerosol to com-
binations of relative humidity and temperature
because aerosol particles must be at the super-
cooled water droplet’s surface. Liquid water and
aerosol interactions must be quantified as well
as any subsequent freezing event. Initial ob-
servations of the phenomenon were carried out
by sprinkling powders onto supercooled droplets
which were supported on a substrate (Gokhale
and Goold, Jr. 1968), or by placing the pow-
der next to the droplet and gently nudging the
powder until it made contact (Fletcher 1972).
Since then, techniques to measure contact nu-
cleation have included cold plates (Fornea et al.
2009; Shaw et al. 2005), droplets suspended in
electrodynamic traps and wind tunnels (Hoff-
mann et al. 2013; Svensson et al. 2009; Pitter
and Pruppacher 1973), and flow through cloud
chambers (Ladino et al. 2011). (For a more com-
prehensive review of the techniques and instru-
ments which have been used to measure contact
nucleation, see Ladino et al. (2013).)

In some configurations (e.g. those used by
Fletcher (1972), Shaw et al. (2005), and Fornea
et al. (2009)), cold plates have the advantage
of minimizing the uncertainty in the number of
particle-droplet contacts which have occurred,
because the contact between nucleating agent
and supercooled droplet is physically observed.
For heterogeneous ice nucleation, the main cat-
alyst of freezing is particle-droplet interactions,
and these instruments provide for very con-
trolled environments. The disadvantage in those
cases is that the contact area between particle(s)
and droplet is relatively large, far greater than
the typical aerosol particle-droplet interaction
in the atmosphere. Hence collision rates and
number of collected particles may not be indica-
tive of atmospheric conditions. This condition
could, however, be a boon in that much larger
number concentrations can be probed to pro-
vide information about the nucleation process
itself. Cold plates are also typically restricted
to temperatures greater than about -25 ◦C be-
cause larger droplets, which have a large con-
tact area with the supporting substrate, usually
freeze for T < −25 ◦C simply because of the con-
tact with the substrate. (Larger droplets do not

bias the contact nucleation itself, as the radius
of curvature, which is the primary difference be-
tween droplets and bulk water, of even 10 µm
diameter droplets is large enough to have little
effect on the molecular scale interaction between
the aerosol particle and the droplet.) The final
restriction is that cold plates are usually more
labor intensive since droplets must be replaced
once they are frozen.

Electrodynamic traps (Hoffmann et al. 2013;
Svensson et al. 2009), wind tunnels (Pitter
and Pruppacher 1973), and flow through cloud
chambers (Ladino et al. 2011) can access much
lower temperatures (the homogeneous nucle-
ation limit) because the droplet is suspended in
air. Such systems can usually process a larger
number of droplets, which improves the statis-
tics in terms of the number of freezing events
observed. However, an increase in the num-
ber of observed freezing events usually comes
at the expense of fewer aerosol-droplet interac-
tions. The systems are also limited to lower tem-
peratures because of the range of droplet sizes
which can be levitated; for higher temperatures
smaller droplets evaporate quickly and collide
with no (or not enough) particles. Determina-
tion of the number of aerosol particle-droplet in-
teractions is also more difficult in such systems
(Svensson et al. 2009; Ladino et al. 2011). Hoff-
mann et al. (2013) address this issue both by
a calculation and an empirical measure of par-
ticles in the droplet via Scanning Electron Mi-
croscope. They calibrate their system and equa-
tion for known flow velocity, aerosol size, droplet
charge, and aerosol volume flow. Our approach
is similar in that it is specific to the constraints
of our instrument design but we require no flow
calculations of aerosols in air.

We have developed a technique to measure the
efficiency with which aerosol particles catalyze
freezing in the contact mode for temperatures
greater than ∼ -24 ◦C, where contact freezing
is expected to be the dominant mechanism of
freezing for non-biological particles. We employ
test droplets supported on a cold stage with the
aerosol sample in the air stream which is pulled
past the test droplet. Our system combines fea-
tures of the approaches outlined above which al-
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lows us to expose test droplets to aerosol parti-
cles of atmospherically relevant sizes and to reli-
ably estimate the number of particles which are
deposited to the test droplet before a freezing
event.

2. Overview

The goal of the experiment is to measure the
nucleating efficiency of a sample aerosol in the
contact mode as a function of temperature. We
define the efficiency as

E =
F

Nd
, (1)

where F is the total number of freezing events
and Nd is the sum of particles on or in the
droplets. (We assume that aerosol particles do
not bounce off the liquid water surface.) E can
be interpreted as answering the question, ”What
fraction of the aerosol particles which come into
contact with the surface of the droplet result in
a freezing event?” An efficiency of 10−3 means
that 1000 particles were deposited to the surface
of the droplet before freezing occurred.

In our experiments, to measure the nucleating
efficiency, a water droplet is cooled to the desired
temperature and exposed to a flow of aerosol
until it either freezes or the testing time has ex-
pired. The maximum length of the tests is taken
so that the droplets’ size and shape are not sig-
nificantly altered by evaporation. The system
was flushed with dry, filtered air to eliminate the
possibility of contamination in each test before
aerosol was introduced to the system.

The experiment consists of four major compo-
nents. In procedural order, they are aerosol
generation, conditioning of the air and aerosol
stream, monitoring of the phase of the test
droplet, and counting the aerosol particles which
exit the nucleation chamber. A schematic of the
design is shown in Fig. 1. For our laboratory
tests, air enters the system from a dry HEPA
filtered source into the aerosol generator. The
sample stream is then processed through tem-
perature conditioning. The flow passes through

Clean Air

Aerosol 

Generator

Temperature 

Conditioning

Optical 

Particle 

Counter

+ -

Clean Air

on/off

Diode Laser

Photodiode

CINC

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental design.
The Contact Ice Nucleation Chamber is shown
in the inset. A more detailed cross section is
shown in Fig. 2.

the ice nucleation chamber, and lastly exits
through an aerosol particle counter. The two
valves before the air conditioner allow for easy
switching between clean air and aerosol. A wa-
ter droplet inside the Contact Ice Nucleation
Chamber (CINC) sits in the path of the air flow;
a small fraction of the aerosol particles in the
flow are deposited to it. Upon freezing, light
from a laser focused through the droplet scat-
ters, and the corresponding drop in signal from
the photodiode is observed. Linear polarizers
may also be placed in the path of the beam
with one before and one after the CINC to allow
phase monitoring via re-polarization of the laser
beam. Water does not polarize light and thus
polarizers set 90◦from each other will completely
block the beam while ice will repolarize the light
and the photodiode will register a signal. This
system allows us to monitor the phase of a wa-
ter droplet in the presence of aerosol flow. The
number of particle-droplet interactions is calcu-
lated by the two methods described in Section
4.

3. Ice Nucleation Stage

The heart of the technique is the Contact Ice
Nucleation Chamber (CINC), which is designed
to support the test droplet at a specified tem-

13



a

b

c d

Fig. 2. Cross-section of the Contact Ice Nu-
cleation Chamber (CINC) with letters denoting
points where temperature is measured. Plat-
inum Resistance Temperature Devices (RTDs)
are used at points a, b, and c. A K-type ther-
mocouple is used at point d. The path of the
diode laser beam is into the page.

perature and allow monitoring of the phase of
the droplet as the stream of test aerosol flows
past it. The CINC is a milled copper stage; a
cross section is shown in Fig. 2. Windows cut
through the side of the top plate allow monitor-
ing of the phase of the 5 ± 0.1µl test droplet,
which sits on a silanized glass slide (Hampton
Research, HR3-231) placed on the center stage
of the bottom piece.

Freezing events in the chamber are detected by
focusing a 1mW, 650nm diode laser through
the droplet to a photodiode on the other side.
When a freezing event occurs, the beam is scat-
tered and the photodiode voltage drops to zero.
For higher temperatures, the ice that forms is
clearer and only a minor dip in signal is ob-
served. After every test, the top is removed and
the droplet is physically inspected, resulting in
zero uncertainty for F , the number of freezing
events. When in situ immersion control tests
were performed, the top was not removed and
instead the freezing event was confirmed by a
very distinct signal drop in the photodiode and
accompanying temperature change in the ther-
mocouple downwind of the droplet.

The other relevant parameter in the determina-
tion of E is the number of particles that deposit
to the droplet, which is, in turn, determined by
the characteristics of air flow in the chamber.

The volumetric flow rate for our experiments is
chosen to be 1 lpm, giving a linear flow velocity
of about 0.7 m/s at the 1

4

′′
inlet to the cham-

ber. The Reynolds number for the flow of air
past the hemispherical water droplet is approx-
imately 200, which indicates that the flow is in
an intermediate regime between turbulent and
laminar. The flow in the chamber precludes a
simple calculation of the number of particles de-
posited to the test droplet; we use an empirical
method instead, described in section 4.

Aerosol particles which exit the CINC are
counted with an Optical Particle Sizer (OPS,
TSI model 3330). It measures the number
and size of particles by collimating the flow
and recording light scattered by each particle.
With dead time corrections, the OPS is accu-
rate to approximately ± 10% of the total num-
ber. Alternatively, a TSI Condensation Particle
Counter (model 3772) is available. It provides
a more accurate reading for number concentra-
tions, but contains no information about size of
the particles.

Finally, the temperature of a test droplet in
the CINC can be selected by an Accuthermo
FTC100D TEC temperature controller coupled
with a 12.25 cm2 square Ferrotec thermoelec-
tric Peltier element. The controller and Peltier
element have a heat pumping capability of 30
W, enough to cool the chamber at a rate of
∼ 5 ◦C per minute. The hot side of the el-
ement is cooled by a copper heatsink through
which ethylene glycol circulates. The coolant is
pumped by a Julabo CF40 Cryo-Compact Cir-
culator; the temperature of the coolant is set to
-20 ◦C. Temperatures of 30 to -30 ◦C are pos-
sible, though the practical, lower limit of the
chamber is -23.5 ± 0.2 ◦C, which is set by the
heterogeneous freezing limit of test droplets on
the glass slides.

The temperature sensor for the FTC100D
TEC’s control loop is a thin film, 3-wire 100Ω
platinum RTD (Minco); it is located in the re-
cess indicated as point c in Fig. 2. Two 4-
wire RTDs of the same type monitor tempera-
tures at points a and b. A K-type thermocouple
(Omega) 1

16

′′
thick protrudes into the air stream
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at point d.

As noted above, the temperature of the test
droplet is not controlled directly. The RTD in
the Accuthermo’s control loop is approximately
0.5 mm below the droplet. The thickness of the
copper stage is 0.5 mm at that point, and the
glass slides are ∼ 0.03 mm thick. To determine
the temperature of a test droplet for a given set-
ting of the temperature controller, we calibrated
the stage using the melting point of the four sub-
stances summarized in Table 1. Droplets of the
alkanes or water on the CINC stage were cooled
until they froze. The frozen droplets were then
warmed slowly until melting was observed with
a CCD camera. A modified chamber top with
a window allowed for a clear view of the stage
and samples. Close to the melting point, the
temperature, as read by the RTD at point c,
was increased by 0.1 ◦C steps. The droplet was
observed at the new temperature for at least
300 seconds, adequate time for the latent heat
of melting to be transferred to the sample. If
melting was not observed, the temperature was
increased by another 0.1 ◦C and the procedure
repeated. The readings of the RTD at point c
when the sample droplet melted are shown in
the final column of Table 1. Melting was never
observed at a temperature lower than what is
indicated in the table. In other words, a droplet
of pure water does not melt on the stage in
the CINC for a temperature reading of 272.2 K,
but melts within 30 seconds once the tempera-
ture at point c is increased to 272.3 K. Results
shown in Table 1 are from tests conducted in
still air. Selected tests were repeated with air
flowing through the system, and no change in
Tm was observed. This is expected because the
heat flux is dominated by contributions from the
bottom plate; heat flux from air is negligible.

Figure 3 is a plot of the RTD reading at point
c in the chamber as a function of the melting
point of the substance on the CINC stage. We
interpolate to other temperatures using a linear
regression, also shown in Figure 3. Combining
the results from Table 1 and the residuals of
the fit shown in Fig. 3, we conclude that the
uncertainty in the temperature of a test droplet
on the CINC stage is ± 0.2 ◦C.

Fig. 3. Reading of the RTD located at point c in
the CINC (see Fig. 2) as a function of the melt-
ing point temperature of selected alkanes and
water. The linear regression used to determine
other temperatures is shown.

4. Determining the Number of Aerosol
Droplet Interactions

Controlled studies of contact mode nucleation
are difficult because the aerosol particles which
trigger freezing are commonly too small to be
observed or tracked. Our approach is to obtain
a statistical measure for the number of parti-
cles that deposit to the droplet. We present this

Table 1. Substances used to calibrate the tem-
perature of a droplet on the CINC stage. The
measured temperatures are those from the RTD
at point c in Fig. 2, while the melting point val-
ues of the decanes are taken from Finke et al.
(1954).

Melting Temperature
Sample Point (◦C) at point c

n-undecane -25.56 -24.85
n-dodecane -9.56 -9.55
pure water 0 -0.85

n-tetradecane 5.88 4.75
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number as the collected fraction,

CF =
Nd

NC
, (2)

where Nd is the number of aerosol particles that
have been deposited to the droplet’s surface and
NC is the number of particles counted by the
particle counter at the exit to the CINC (see Fig.
1). It should be noted that the CF is constant
with respect to time and directly measures the
ratio of surviving particles counted by the OPS
and those found inside the droplet. Hence de-
position of aerosol particles to other parts of the
chamber or air lines are accounted for. The un-
certainties derived include variations in droplet
placement, air densities, particle sizes, and flow
geometries. The CF is strictly a statistical mea-
sure of our deposition rate of aerosol particles in
terms of the number counted at the end of the
system.

Nd is the quantity of interest, as it appears in
the denominator of Equation 1. It is not feasible
to count particles inside every test droplet after
every nucleation test; instead we determine CF
in separate experiments, described below, then
measure NC and use Equation 2 to find the num-
ber of particles deposited to a droplet in a par-
ticular test. The value of CF that we use is for
flow conditions in the CINC at 1 lpm, and these
conditions are never altered during subsequent
experiments.

a. Method 1

Kaolinite particles were size selected with a dif-
ferential mobility analyzer (DAM, TSI 3081)
and pulled past water droplets in the CINC;
to facilitate analysis with a Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), test droplets were placed
on carbon tape on a glass slide. The num-
ber of aerosol particles exiting the chamber was
counted with the condensation particle counter
(TSI, model 3772). The air flow was then turned
off, the droplets allowed to evaporate, and the
carbon tape transferred to an Al stub for anal-
ysis.

Fig. 4. Residue of kaolinite particles after a test
droplet in the CINC evaporates.

The residue shown in Fig. 4 was imaged us-
ing an SEM. Individual particle counts cannot
be readily determined because particles agglom-
erate during evaporation and become indistin-
guishable from each other (see e.g. Fig. 5).

Instead, the number of particles which collided
with the test droplet, Nd,1, is estimated as

Nd,1 =
Ar

Āp
(3)

where Ar is the total surface area of the residue
obscured by dust and Āp is the average cross-
sectional size of a particle for the size selected
by the DMA. The cross sectional area was de-
termined in separate experiments by, for exam-
ple, selecting a mobility diameter of 500 nm
and examining many single particle cross sec-
tions on the filter substrate with the SEM. The
mean area of a single particle was found to be
1.1 ± 0.1µm2 and 1.9 ± 0.2µm2 for 1 µm and
0.5 µm mobility diameter size selections, respec-
tively.1

1The apparent reversal in the average surface areas
for the 0.5 and 1 µm diameter particles stems from the
fact that the DMA selects the particles’ mobility diame-
ter, which is inherently three dimensional since it relies
on a drag force balancing the electric force exerted on
the charged particle. The DMA is selecting the correct
mobility, verified with polystyrene latex spheres. How-
ever, kaolinite isn’t spherical - it is flaky. The area we
see in an SEM image is consistent with a 1 µm diame-
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Fig. 5. Edge of the residue which shows a couple
of obvious individual particles; most of the rest
of the edge is particles which have agglomerated
as the droplet evaporated.

Results are shown in Table 2. The uncertainty in
the number of particles deposited to the droplet
is derived from the uncertainty in the projected
area of one particle, stated above, and the uncer-
tainty in Ar, the total projected area of the dust
in the residue of the evaporated droplet, which
we conservatively estimate is 25%. The esti-
mation comes from uncertainties in determin-
ing surface area of irregularly shaped particles.
As the residue evaporates the kaolinite will ag-
glomerate, fusing into larger masses making sin-
gle particle identification difficult. Futhermore,
medium resolution images were required to cap-
ture pictures of the entire residue in a timely
fashion. The uncertainty is derived from diffi-
culties in distinguishing between single particles
and the challenge of strictly bounding particle
residues from SEM images.

ter, but the thickness is only a hundred nm or so. We
have verified this in a couple of cases using a tilted SEM
stage. (The 500 nm particles seem to be flakier than the
1 µm.) We are pursuing this issue further by analyzing
the dust using an atomic force microscope, which gives
us the three dimensional image of the particles, not just
their 2D projection. That, however, is beyond the scope
of this paper.

b. Method 2

As a check on the collected fractions just de-
scribed, we used spherical glass beads 5.4µm
in diameter (Thermo Scientific, Duke Standards
9000 Series) instead of size selected dust. Even
though the glass beads also clump together as
the droplet evaporates, their uniform size and
shape enables an accurate count of the individ-
ual particles within the residue of an evaporated
droplet, using a 1000x optical microscope. The
results are summarized in Table 3.

c. Comparison of the Methods

Comparison of the data in Tables 2 and 3 show
that, for our experimental setup, the collected
fraction is not a strong function of the size of the
aerosol particle for particles larger than one mi-
crometer in diameter, as the kaolinite and glass
beads were deposited to the test droplets with
the same efficiency and almost the same vari-
ability. For every thousand particles in the size
range one to five microns that go through the
CINC (i.e. are counted by the OPS), between
three and nine particles are deposited to the
droplet, with a mean of six.

The uncertainty in the efficiency of contact ice
nuclei in our experiments is dominated by the
intrinsic variability in the number of particles
which collide with the test droplet for any given
experiment. The uncertainty in E is given by

σE =
F

N2
d

√
σ2

NC
CF 2 + σ2

CF N2
C (4)

which shows that the uncertainty is inversely
proportional to the square of the number of par-
ticles deposited to the droplet. The variation in
the collected fraction is the principal contributor
to the total uncertainty.
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Table 2. Data from tests used to determine the collected fraction of kaolinite. Dm is the selected
mobility diameter, A1 particle is the average projected area of a single particle of the size selected
dust, Nd,1 is the number of particles deposited to the test droplet, and NC is the number of particles
counted by the condensation particle counter.

Dm (µm) Test # A1 particle (µm2) Nd,1 NC CF
1.0 1 1.1 ± 0.1 4000 ± 1000 566125 7×10−3 ± 2×10−3

2 2000 ± 500 357203 6×10−3 ± 2×10−3

0.5 1 1.9 ± 0.2 1700 ± 500 2141805 8×10−4 ± 2×10−4

2 700 ± 200 477059 16×10−4 ± 2×10−4

Table 3. Results of tests to determine the col-
lected fraction, CF , using glass beads of 5.4 µm
in diameter. NC is the number of beads counted
by the OPS at the exit to the CINC (see Fig. 1)
while Nd,2 is the number of glass beads counted
within the residue of the evaporated test droplet.
The mean collected fraction is 0.006 ± 0.003.

NC Nd,2 CF
4054 34 0.0084
4324 24 0.0056
5125 8 0.0016
5869 29 0.0049
6239 45 0.0072
7867 35 0.0044
8605 94 0.0109
8801 46 0.0052
9454 37 0.0039
9960 74 0.0074

5. Measurements

Nucleation tests were performed with the bac-
teria Pseudomonas syringae, which has a well
characterized immersion mode freezing behav-
ior (see e.g. Maki et al. (1974)). The dust sam-
ple was generated by grinding pellets of Sno-
max (Snomax International), which is a dried
form of the bacteria, then dispersing the result-
ing powder with a custom built vibrating mem-
brane dust dispersal system (see the Appendix).
A representative size distribution of the aerosol,
taken just after the sample stream has exited
the CINC, is shown in Fig. 6. We note that
for tests run at T > −5.0 ◦C, crossed polarizers
were used to detect the onset of ice formation
due to the more transparent nature of the solid
formed.

The contact freezing efficiency of the aerosolized
Snomax, defined by Eq. 1, is plotted as a func-
tion of temperature in Fig. 7. For the tests re-
ported here, we use CF = 5 × 10−3 ± 3 × 10−3,
which is the mean of the collected fractions re-
ported in sections a and b above. The uncer-
tainty is the standard error of the mean. Like
the immersion mode, the efficiency is low for
the higher temperatures and has an asymptotic
approach to 10−1 at -8 ◦C. No freezing events
were observed for temperatures greater than -3
◦C; based on our experiments, the efficiency of
Snomax in the contact mode is less than 10−6

for T > −3 ◦C.

The asymptotic approach to E = 10−1 in-
stead of 1 is a bit puzzling at first. How-
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Fig. 6. Averaged size distribution of Snomax
measured by the OPS, immediately after the
CINC. Uncertainties are given by the manufac-
turer (TSI) of 10% of the number concentration
in any size bin.

ever, there is evidence suggesting that not every
Pseudomonas syringae cell expresses the protein
which catalyzes formation of ice at high temper-
atures. A recent study of ice nucleation of Sno-
max in the immersion mode showed that even
at -30 ◦C, only 20 to 30% of droplets containing
a 650 or 800 nm Snomax particle froze (Hart-
mann et al. 2013), which is consistent with our
results.

One benefit of using bacteria is the number of
cells can be calculated from the size of the parti-
cles. Pseudomonas syringae cells are rod shaped
and have a known size of ∼ 2.0 µm long and
1 µm in diameter (Monier and Lindow 2003).
From the size information measured by the OPS,
we can calculate the number of cells that collide
with the droplet and compare this directly with
immersion mode freezing.

6. Distinguishing Contact Mode

Inevitably, particles that deposit to the water
surface end up in the interior of the droplet and
may contribute to immersion mode freezing. Air
flow over the surface of the test droplet causes
circulation eddies which will pull particles inside

Fig. 7. Efficiency of Snomax particles measured
by the CINC.

and mix them. To distinguish our contact freez-
ing events from those that may have been caused
from particles inside the droplet, two measures
were taken.

First, many droplets which presumably froze in
the contact mode were warmed to 10 ◦C. They
were then cooled back to the same temperature
at which the test was performed and held steady
with clean air flow for 30 minutes. No freezing
events occurred. Furthermore, it was found that
the droplets which froze at -3 ◦C from Snomax
could be supercooled below -8 ◦C before they
would spontaneously freeze.

Using diameters reported by the OPS, the num-
ber of bacterial cells in an aerosol particle can be
calculated. For this analysis, particles smaller
than 1µm were ignored because they are most
likely nutrient media from the sample prepara-
tion. Particles from the sizes 1µm to 2.5µm were
taken to have only one cell, and larger particles
had the equivalent spherical volume divided by
the volume of a bacterial cell to determine the
number of cells. The results were plotted along
with immersion mode data from Maki et al.
(1974) in Fig. 8. Maki et al. (1974) executed a
series of immersion ice nucleation tests on a cul-
tured form of P. syringae strain C-9. They did
so by preparing a series of droplet freezing as-
says and measured the number of droplets frozen
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Fig. 8. Open circles are immersion freezing
tests adapted from Maki et al. (1974) and filled
circles are contact freezing tests from above.
Maki et al. report T50, the temperature at
which 50% of the droplets in their freezing as-
say turned to ice. The bounds on their data are
the temperatures at which the droplets started
freezing (onset T) and T99, the temperature at
which 99% of their droplets frozen. Contact
mode for Snomax appears to be more active for
all temperatures, but both modes are expected
to converge for colder temperatures.

and the temperature. The data represents the
temperature at which 50% of the droplets froze,
and the temperature range is given between the
onset temperature and T99, where 99% of the
droplets froze. The plot shows that from our
tests, contact mode of Snomax is significantly
more effective than immersion mode for all tem-
peratures measured. This difference diminishes
as the temperature decreases. Through these
two pieces of evidence we conclude that none
of the freezing events which we observed in our
experiments were due to immersion nucleation.

7. Concluding Remarks

We have developed a technique to measure
the efficiency with which aerosol particles cat-
alyze freezing in the contact mode for temper-
atures greater than ∼ -24 ◦C, a range that is
relevant for tropospheric, mixed-phase clouds.

Measurement of contact freezing requires that
aerosol particles come into contact with the
surface of supercooled droplets of water, and
that the resulting freezing event (if there is
one) be detected. We accomplish that by using
test droplets supported on a cold stage; aerosol
particles deposit to the droplet from the air
stream flowing through our Contact Ice Nucle-
ation Chamber (CINC). We monitor the phase
of the test droplet with a diode laser and pho-
todiode, and determine the number of particles
which have hit the droplet by examining the
evaporated residue of test droplets in separate
experiments. Our technique combines elements
of traditional cold stage measurements with as-
pects of flow-through cloud chamber or electro-
dynamic trap techniques, which allows us to ac-
cess the temperature range of approximately -24
◦C to 0 and nucleation efficiencies of 10−6 to 1.

The temperature range of the system is cur-
rently limited by the temperature at which pure
water droplets on the silanized glass slides freeze
(∼ -25 ◦C). We are exploring methods to sus-
pend relatively large droplets (∼ 1 mm) in an
acoustic levitator to circumvent this, though we
note that the determination of E is even more
difficult in that case than what we have de-
scribed here. To alleviate that difficulty we are
attempting to develop optical methods which
will enable detection of single aerosol particle-
droplet collisions. The size of the aerosol par-
ticles that we can test using our technique is
also limited. Anything larger than about 10 mi-
crons diameter settles or impacts out. (Our tests
show that we lose a lot of the 10 micron parti-
cles before they reach the CINC.) Orienting the
flow path in the vertical will solve most of those
problems; such a modification is being designed.

The technique we have developed to quantify
the efficiency with which aerosol particles in the
size range 0.3 µm < Dp < 10 µm catalyze freez-
ing in the contact mode will improve our under-
standing of ice processes in mixed phase clouds.
For example, we are currently evaluating contact
freezing efficiencies for mineral dusts of atmo-
spheric relevance. Currently, most cloud mod-
els do not include parameterizations of contact
freezing which are well constrained by measure-
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ments (Yun and Penner 2012). Laboratory data
such as what we have shown here will narrow
the uncertainties associated with ice processes.
Additionally, our technique could be adapted for
use in the field, though an aerosol concentrator
would probably be necessary in that case to im-
prove the signal to noise ratio.
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APPENDIX

Dust dispersal system

Aerosol is generated via a vibrating membrane
upon which dust is placed. The membrane is
enclosed and dry HEPA filtered air is pulled
through the sealed volume. The lofted particles
are then carried to the rest of the experiment.
The vibrating membrane is driven by a 4” full
range audio speaker. A Wavetek 2 MHz Func-
tion Generator (model 20) drives the speaker
with a 100 Hz sine wave amplified through a
Memorex 2Xtreme radio circuit. The voltage
output of the function generator determines the
power of the speaker, and subsequently the num-
ber concentration of the aerosol. Numbers from
10 to 1000 per cm3 are readily achieved depend-
ing on the dust type. A schematic is shown in
Figure 9. The thin membrane is a heat shrink-
able plastic available from Henkel Consumer Ad-
hesives, Inc. as part of a Window Kit.

speaker

thin, plastic membrane

O ring

air in air out

Al base plate

Fig. 9. Schematic of the dust dispersal system.
The speaker drives oscillations in the thin mem-
brane; the vibrating membrane lofts the aerosol
particles into the air stream.
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ABSTRACT

We present laboratory measurements of freezing by aerosol particles in the contact mode. We have
quantified the fraction catalyzing freezing for three mineral dusts and three strains of bacteria.
This is the most comprehensive such dataset to date for temperatures greater than -20 ◦C, relevant
for warm, mixed phase clouds. For Arizona Test Dust, feldspar, or rhyolitic ash, more than 103

particles are required to initiate a freezing event at -20 ◦C in the contact mode. At -15 ◦C, more
than 105 particles are required. An ice negative strain of Pseudomonas fluorescens is an order of
magnitude more effective than the mineral dusts at every temperature tested. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first measurement of contact mode freezing by an ice negative bacterium. We
find that an ice positive strain of Pseudomonas syringae reaches its maximum nucleating efficiency,
E = 0.1, twelve degrees higher than does Pseudomonas fluorescens. This is consistent with the
behavior of ice negative and positive bacteria in the immersion mode, as discovered 40 years ago
(Maki et al. 1974; Vali et al. 1976). Surprisingly, cells of the ice positive strain Pseudomonas
syringae CC94 which do not express the ice nucleation active gene showed no contact freezing activ-
ity, whereas the cells of the ice negative strain of Pseudomonas fluorescens showed significant activity.

1. Introduction

Ice formation in the troposphere usually pro-
ceeds through heterogeneous pathways, where
the presence of a foreign substance catalyzes
freezing for supercooled cloud droplets. How-
ever, in mixed phase clouds ice has been ob-
served to form and persist under conditions in-
dicative of heterogeneous nucleation that have
yet to be replicated in laboratories (Hoose and
Möhler 2012; Ladino Moreno et al. 2013). The
details of how ice is initiated and sustained in
those warmer clouds are still elusive. Lohmann
(2002) and Korolev et al. (2003), for example,
find that the deposition and immersion modes
of ice nucleation are inactive for the tempera-
tures of mid-tropospheric clouds. The number of

particles that trigger freezing (commonly called
ice nuclei, IN) in the immersion mode was too
low to account for all the ice particles observed.
The contact mode has been found to catalyze
freezing for higher temperatures than immersion
mode and may contribute to warm tropospheric
ice formation, but quantitative data by which
that hypothesis could be tested are lacking (Yun
and Penner 2012).

In contact nucleation, a solid particle catalyzes
freezing of a supercooled liquid by being in con-
tact with the liquid’s surface, whereas the im-
mersion mode is characterized by the particle’s
complete submersion within the liquid. Direct
comparison of the contact and immersion mode
has shown that the contact mode is more effec-
tive for temperatures down to -34◦C (Hoffmann
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et al. 2013a; Fukuta 1975; Pitter and Prup-
pacher 1973; Ladino et al. 2011; Fornea et al.
2009). However, the role of contact nucleation
remains to be parameterized in a physically mo-
tivated way due to a lack of reproducible results
in the laboratory and an incomplete theoretical
basis for the mechanism.

The earliest experiments with contact freezing
showed that it was effective at higher temper-
atures than was the immersion mode, but the
number of particle-droplet interactions was not
well documented in those studies (Gokhale and
Goold, Jr. 1968). Subsequent studies provided
constraints on the number and size of particles
required to initiate freezing (Pitter and Prup-
pacher 1973; Fukuta 1975), though uncertainties
were still substantial. More recent investigators
have approached the problem with the explicit
goal of quantifying the number of particle-to-
droplet collisions leading to freezing, with vary-
ing degrees of success (Svensson et al. 2009;
Ladino et al. 2011; Bunker et al. 2012; Hoffmann
et al. 2013b). The efficiencies (explained in Sec-
tion 2b) reported by different experiments still
show a wide variability which have prevented an
accurate assessment of contact nucleation in the
atmosphere.

Little is known about contact mode nucleation
by mineral dust and other inorganic substances,
and even less is known about the effectiveness
of biological ice nucleators in the contact mode
(Levin and Yankofsky 1983). A wide range of
organisms and biological materials can act as
ice nucleators (Després et al. 2012); however,
bacteria may be among the most important bio-
logical ice nucleators in the atmosphere because
they have relatively long atmospheric residence
times (due to their small size relative to other
biological material like pollen grains), and they
can nucleate ice at temperatures up to -2.5 ◦C.
Only a few fungal species are known to nucle-
ate ice at comparable temperatures. A grow-
ing number of bacteria isolated from air, pre-
cipitation, and other habitats have been shown
to exhibit ice nucleation properties. However,
the most effective ice nucleating bacteria iso-
lated so far are affiliated with four genera within
the Gammaproteobacteria: Pseudomonas, Er-

winia, Xanthomonas, and Pantoea (Joly et al.
2013). These organisms generally grow in asso-
ciation with plants, and many strains are plant
pathogens.

The ice nucleating activity of these bacteria is
catalyzed by a protein located on the cell’s outer
membrane. Although ice formation may be cat-
alyzed by a single ice-nucleating protein at -12
◦C, a large aggregate of proteins, which is sta-
bilized by the outer membrane, is required to
nucleate ice at a temperature of -3 ◦C (Lagrif-
foul et al. 2010). Thus, whole bacterial cells
may be needed to cause freezing at the high-
est temperatures. Several factors may affect the
size of the ice nucleating protein complex, e.g.,
the composition of the culture medium and the
conditions under which the bacteria were grown
and/or stored. Furthermore, not every cell of a
given strain will contain the protein responsible
for ice nucleation at a given time. The fraction
of cells that nucleate ice ranges from approx-
imately 10−8 to close to 1 in different strains
(Després et al. 2012). Therefore, ice nucleating
bacteria exhibit a wide range of efficiencies at
different temperatures.

We report, based on laboratory experiments,
the amount of aerosol that impacts the surface
of a supercooled water droplet before catalyz-
ing freezing, in terms of both number of parti-
cles and total surface area collected. We find
that mineral dusts (Arizona Test Dust (ATD),
feldspar, and rhyolitic ash) in the size range of
0.3 to 10 µm are particularly poor contact nu-
cleators for temperatures -15◦C to -22◦C. The
ice negative bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens
strain A506 is a more effective ice nucleator than
any of the mineral dusts. SnomaxTM(Snomax
International), Pseudomonas syringae, is the
most active and can form ice up to tempera-
tures of -3.0◦C. Another ice positive P. syringae
strain (CC94), showed no contact mode freezing
behavior.
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2. Methods

a. Measurement

To measure ice nucleation, we employ a cold
stage to supercool water droplets before expos-
ing them to aerosol for particle-droplet interac-
tions. We briefly explain the technique here, but
it is described in more detail in Niehaus et al.
(2013). A 5 µl water droplet (HPLC grade)
is placed on a silanized glass slide which sits
atop a temperature-controlled copper stage, the
contact ice nucleation chamber or CINC. The
droplet is supercooled to a specified temperature
and allowed to equilibrate with its surroundings.
Aerosol is then generated by dispersing dry dust
via a vibrating membrane. Filtered air flows
through the volume above the vibrating mem-
brane, picking up particles. The aerosol flow is
cooled with a heat exchanger, and then directed
across the droplet. Some of the particles in the
air stream deposit to the droplet, thereby allow-
ing us to evaluate contact freezing. The phase of
the droplet is monitored via a 1 mW diode laser
focused through the droplet and into a photodi-
ode. When the droplets freeze, the laser beam
is scattered and a corresponding drop in signal
is observed.

The number of particles that deposit to the
droplet is obtained by examining the residue of
some test droplets with a scanning electron or
optical microscope, similar to the empirical mea-
sures employed by Hoffmann et al. (2013b). 5 ±
3 out of every thousand particles are deposited
to the droplet (Niehaus et al. 2013). Knowing
the fraction of aerosol particles that deposit to
the droplet, we can determine the number of
particles which have collided with a test drop
simply by measuring the number of particles
passing through the system. That is done with
a TSI Optical Particle Sizer (OPS) 3330 which
reports particle counts with an uncertainty of
10%.

Once particles are on the surface of the droplet
they could be swept into the interior by air
currents or diffusion, conceivably then leading

to immersion freezing. To eliminate contribu-
tions to nucleation from the immersion mode,
we ran experiments in which we sampled aerosol
for some time, ensuring that particles were
deposited to the droplet. We then switched
to a particle free flow, observing the unfrozen
droplet. We detected no freezing events in any
of those cases, despite the fact that there were
particles immersed in the droplet. As a further
control, in some tests, droplets which had frozen
by contact nucleation were melted, then cooled
back to the original temperature, where freez-
ing was originally observed. The supercooled
droplets were then held at constant tempera-
ture for an hour with no aerosol flow; in those
cases, the test droplets did not freeze. These
tests indicate that the freezing events we observe
are the result of a particle-droplet collision, not
merely the presence of aerosol particles within
the droplet or at its surface.

Because the droplet sits on a glass slide, the sur-
face provides a bound on the achievable super-
cooling. The heterogeneous freezing tempera-
ture due to the glass slide is 249.75 K (-23.5
◦C), and control tests with droplets can be set
to 250.25 K (-23 ◦C) with no observed freezing
events. Tests are performed at constant temper-
ature with aerosol flowing past the droplet for
30 minutes or until a freezing event is observed.
Droplets do not evaporate appreciably during
this time period, which minimizes changes in
the geometry of the system that might affect
collision rates of aerosol particles. The number
of aerosol particles that collide with the droplet
sets an upper limit to the temperature that we
can reasonably explore. If the freezing proba-
bility for a single particle-droplet collision is low
(E < 10−5, see below for definitions), the time
required to acquire statistically meaningful data
is prohibitive.

Our system is designed as a way to measure the
probability that an aerosol particle coming into
contact with a surface of supercooled water will
result in a freezing event. The test droplets
which we employ are much, much larger than
typical cloud droplets, which are ∼ 10 µm in di-
ameter. However, insofar as surface curvature
does not play a role in the mechanism of con-
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tact nucleation, our measurements are applica-
ble to the case of aerosol particles interacting
with cloud droplets. Similarly, aerosol particles
in clouds are collected by droplets by thermod-
iffusiophoresis and gravitational settling of the
cloud droplets in a turbulent flow, whereas in the
CINC, the particles diffuse and settle out of the
airstream onto the test droplets. Finally, clouds
are also close to saturation, whereas the airflow
in the CINC is dry. Aerosol particles which come
into contact with the test droplet must, how-
ever, pass through a saturated vapor field sur-
rounding the droplet. Cooper (1974) estimated
that the water adsorbed to an aerosol parti-
cle would come into equilibrium with a vapor
field within 10−4 seconds, so we are confident
that the particles which hit the test droplets are
representative of particles with adsorbed water
in a cloud. For a more comprehensive discus-
sion of the distinction between laboratory ex-
periments and contact freezing in clouds, see
Ladino Moreno et al. (2013).

b. Freezing Efficiency

Contact ice nucleation is quantified by the num-
ber efficiency, E, defined as the ratio of freezing
events F to the number of particles N on or in
the droplet,

E =
F

N
. (1)

We interpret an efficiency of 10−3 to mean that
1 in every 1000 particle impacts results in the
droplet freezing.

Heterogeneous nucleation is generally related to
surface area, expressed in units of freezing events
per (time × area) (Lamb and Verlinde 2011).
Therefore we have also quantified the efficiency
in terms of surface area via,

SE =
F

SA
, (2)

where SE is the number of freezing events per
total surface area deposited to the test droplet,
SA. In essence, SE is the active site density in
the contact mode. Note that we are implicitly
adopting a singular model in that we assume
that a particle which catalyzes freezing in the
contact mode does so immediately upon inter-
action with the surface of the droplet; i.e. there
is no time dependence.

c. Samples

Arizona Test Dust (Powder Technologies Inc)
was chosen because it is well studied and com-
positionally similar to the dust in many deserts.
K-Feldspar’s importance was recently quantified
by Atkinson et al. (2013), who proposed that the
fraction of feldspar in dust dominates a sample’s
immersion nucleation rate. Rhyolitic ash is vol-
canic in origin and is known to be glassy; Energy
Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy showed our sam-
ple to contain a majority of SiO2. Aluminum
and sulfur were also present.

Several Pseudomonas syringae strains have been
well characterized in terms of their ice nucle-
ating ability (Levin and Yankofsky 1983; Maki
et al. 1974), and therefore, two of them were
included in the present study. SnomaxTMis a
commercially available product which is added
to water to facilitate snowmaking. Strain 31a
(ATCC 53543) is presumed to be used in the
production of SnomaxTM(Lagriffoul et al. 2010).
Freeze-dried cells that are killed via irradi-
ation comprises the finished product. The
cells are mostly intact, but SnomaxTMalso in-
cludes cell debris and dried culture medium
(Morris 2012). P. syringae CC94 was ob-
tained from David Sands (Montana State Uni-
versity) and maintained as described below.
BlightBanTM(Nufarm Americas) is a biological
control agent intended to reduce damage to fruit
trees caused by fire blight and frost; it consists of
Pseudomonas fluorescens strain A506 that nat-
urally lacks the gene responsible for high tem-
perature ice nucleation.

P. syringae CC94 was routinely maintained at
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20 ◦C on agar plates prepared with King’s
medium B (KB, King et al. (1954)). Freeze-
dried P. syringae CC94 cells were prepared from
suspended cultures grown overnight in KB broth
in a shaking incubator maintained at 20 ◦C and
160 rpm. The cultures were centrifuged at 6000
rpm for 15 min, and the resulting pellet was
resuspended in sterile water (1-mL) and trans-
ferred to 12-mL conical glass tubes. The aque-
ous cell suspension was shell frozen in a dry ice
and acetone bath and then lyophilized. The
freeze dried pellets were gently crushed with a
mortar and pestle to facilitate aerosolization in
the vibrating membrane dust generator.

As noted above, all samples are dry dispersed
using a vibrating plastic membrane into a fil-
tered air stream with a dew point less than -
40 ◦C. The samples which we observe with the
OPS are a convolution of the original dust, the
efficiency with which that dust is lofted in the
air stream by the vibrating membrane, and the
efficiency with which the airborne particles are
carried through the sampling lines and the con-
tact IN chamber. Particles in the size range 0.5
µm < Dp < 8.0 µm dominate the number dis-
tributions which we measure.

3. Results and Discussion

The two plots shown in Figure 10 are number
(upper panel) and surface area (lower panel) ef-
ficiencies for the dust and bacteria. One conclu-
sion evident from both plots is that a lot of dust
needs to impact the surface before a freezing
event occurs. At -20 ◦C, only 1 in ∼ 104 mineral
dust particles will catalyze freezing, which seems
to contradict earlier work that showed mineral
dusts were effective in the contact mode at tem-
peratures as high as -4 ◦C (Gokhale and Goold,
Jr. 1968; Gokhale and Spengler 1972; Fukuta
1975; Pitter and Pruppacher 1973). The ear-
lier results, however, rarely quantified how many
particles were necessary to initiate the phase
transition. In some cases, the dusts were manu-
ally sprinkled over droplets on a cold plate; as a
result there were undoubtedly many more par-
ticles on the surface of their test droplets than

Fig. 10. Upper panel. The freezing efficiency,
E, for three mineral dusts and three samples of
bacteria. The mineral dusts are relatively in-
efficient ice nucleators in the contact mode for
T > −20 ◦C. P. fluorescens is two to three or-
ders of magnitude more effective by number at
all temperatures tested. Efficiency for P. flu-
orescens and P. syringae is plotted as a func-
tion of the number of aerosol particles which col-
lided with the droplet, not the number of cells.
Larger particles are most likely clumps of indi-
vidual cells. The contact freezing limit is shown
for the CC94 strain of P. syringae, based on the
tests we have run in which no freezing was ob-
served. SnomaxTM(P. syringae) is the most ef-
fective high temperature ice nucleator, plateau-
ing at 0.05 by -8 ◦C. Lower panel. Surface area
freezing efficiency, SE, for the same samples as
shown in the upper panel.
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are represented in Figure 10.

a. Number Efficiency

The efficiency by number shown in the upper
panel of Figure 10 can be interpreted as the
probability that a single particle-droplet colli-
sion will result in a freezing event. If it is the
collision itself that catalyzes the freezing event,
the probability of freezing should scale with the
number of aerosol particles that have collided
with the supercooled droplet.

All three mineral samples, ATD, feldspar, and
rhyolitic ash, had similar nucleating efficiencies
across the range of temperatures tested in this
study. At -15 ◦C, the mineral dusts have an effi-
ciency of ∼ 10−5, and, as expected, E increases
with decreasing temperature. If extrapolated to
a temperature of -32 ◦C, the dust would have
an efficiency of 0.01. In comparison, Hoffmann
et al. (2013a) report freezing efficiencies ranging
from 0.04 to 0.4 for illite particles with mobil-
ity diameters ranging from 322 nm to 750 nm,
respectively.

The bacterium P. fluorescens A506 had higher
efficiencies than the dusts at all of the tem-
peratures evaluated, with E ≃ 0.05 at -20 ◦C.
This result is especially striking when consider-
ing that this particular strain of P. fluorescens
is ice negative; it does not possess the gene nec-
essary for synthesis of the ice nucleating protein
in the cell membrane. While there are strains of
P. fluorescens that are ice positive and exhibit
high temperature ice nucleation, they were not
included in this study. Our results with strain
A506 are remarkable because they suggest that
some ice negative bacteria may be more effec-
tive than dust in their ice nucleating efficiency
for −15 > T > −20 ◦C.

Two strains of P. syringae were also tested and
found to have widely varying efficiencies. Both
are ice positive, as determined by nucleation
tests in the immersion mode and in comparison
to the results reported by Maki et al. (1974).

SnomaxTMstarts to exhibit ice nucleating activ-
ity in the contact mode at -2.5 ◦C, rising to E
= 0.1 by -8 ◦C. Some previous work with bio-
logical ice nucleators such as SnomaxTMshowed
that they contain an average of one nucleation
site per bacterial cell (Lagriffoul et al. 2010), but
more recent experiments have indicated a max-
imum activated fraction in the immersion mode
of 0.2 to 0.4 (Hartmann et al. 2013). In con-
trast, strain CC94 showed no freezing events in
the contact mode, at temperatures down to -20
◦C. The upper limit for E and SE for strain
CC94 are shown with an ”x” in Figure 10.

Even though P. syringae strain CC94 is ice posi-
tive, not every cell within a population expresses
the ice nucleation gene, leading to the formation
of the ice nucleating protein at a given time.
Previous work has shown that the immersion
freezing threshold decreases with a decreasing
number of cells in a test droplet droplet (Maki
et al. 1974). Following Maki et al.’s procedure of
determining the freezing temperatures of serial
dilutions of samples, we have determined that
the fraction of cells in our sample of CC94 which
express the ice nucleation active gene is 2×10−6

(data not shown). This small fraction makes a
statistically valid determination of E for CC94
time prohibitive. The fact that we see no con-
tact nucleation from this strain at -20 ◦C also
indicates that the cells of P. syringae CC94 that
do not express the ice nucleation active gene are
not as effective in the contact mode as are the
P. fluorescens A506 (BlightBan) cells, which are
naturally deficient in the gene. However, we can-
not rule out the possibility that the physical or
chemical characteristics of the various bacterial
samples influenced the results. For example, the
freeze-dried samples of P. syringae CC94 used in
this study were ground with a mortar and pestle,
and this likely disrupted the association of the
ice nucleation protein with the cell membrane
that appears to be critical in maintaining the
ice nucleating capabilities of P. syringae strains
at warmer temperatures in many cells. On the
other hand, according to information provided
by the manufacturer, the P. fluorescens A506
(Blightban) samples contain 29% inactive ingre-
dients, which is presumably primarily culture
media components that would have depressed
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Fig. 11. Representative number (upper panel)
and surface area (lower panel) distributions for
ATD and Blightban for a single experiment.
The other dusts had similar number distribu-
tions. The mean is shown as a line; variation
about the mean for the ATD (one standard de-
viation) during the experiment is shown with
dashed lines. Variation about the mean was sim-
ilar for other dusts.

the freezing temperature of these samples. In
contrast, the P. syringae CC94 cells used in this
study were suspended in distilled and deionized
water prior to freeze-drying. Nevertheless, these
results highlight the inherent variability in the
ice nucleating efficacy of biological material.

b. Surface Area Efficiency

As noted above, the efficiency can be interpreted
as the probability that a single collision between
an aerosol particle and a supercooled droplet of
water will result in a freezing event. This inter-
pretation is valid if it is solely the impact with

the surface that catalyzes the freezing event. If
however, there is some property of the surface
of the aerosol particle which catalyzes the phase
transition upon contact with the surface of the
supercooled droplet of water, then the number
of observed freezing events should scale with the
surface area of the particles which have been de-
posited to the droplet.

To that end, consider Figure 11, which
shows representative number distributions (up-
per panel) and surface area distributions (lower
panel) for Arizona Test Dust and Blightban, as
sampled by the OPS after the contact IN cham-
ber. As noted in Section 2c, the distributions
that pass through the CINC and are observed
by the OPS are a convolution of their represen-
tation in the parent sample, the probability that
they are lofted into the airstream by the mem-
brane, and their penetration efficiency through
the sample system. The latter two dominate,
so it is not surprising that the distributions for
all of the dusts we sampled are similar. That,
however, facilitates comparison of their contact
efficiencies.

The mode of the number distribution is at a di-
ameter of ∼ 2.5 µm, with a secondary peak at
one µm. The secondary peak is much less im-
portant for the surface area, and the peak of
the distribution shifts to ∼ four µm. As ex-
pected, larger particles assume a greater impor-
tance, though the number of the largest particles
(eight to 10 µm in diameter) is still so small that
they contribute little to the overall surface area.

The surface area reported in the lower panel
of Figure 11 is the geometric surface area, de-
rived from the particle diameters reported by
the OPS. For spherical particles of a specified
index of refraction, the scattering signal is well
known (Bohren and Huffman 1998). Mineral
dust particles, are however, not spherical; they
have irregular shapes. We do not have the abil-
ity to correct for asphericity, and so report the
surface area of the spheres. Mineral dust par-
ticles may also absorb incident radiation, which
skews the size reported by the OPS which is cal-
ibrated with polystyrene latex spheres. We used
the OPS’s internal correction for the index of re-
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fraction together with optical constants for ATD
reported by Glen and Brooks (2013) to estimate
the uncertainty associated with using the sur-
face area derived from the standard calibration.
Using the optical constants which include ab-
sorption shifts the diameters to a slightly higher
value (∼ 10%), which results in the total sur-
face area increasing by approximately 15%, well
within the range of the uncertainty shown in the
lower panel of Figure 10. (We do not have op-
tical constants for all the dusts, and so cannot
correct them all for absorption effects.)

The data for SE in the lower panel of Figure
10 show features similar to those exhibited by
E, the number efficiency. At -15 ◦C, for every
square centimeter of mineral dust surface area,
deposited to the surface of a test droplet, there
are 20 freezing events, rising to more than 1000
cm−2 at -20 ◦C. P. fluorescens A506 (Blight-
Ban) is, again, clearly separated from the in-
organic particles; for a given quantity of mate-
rial of the same size, for a given temperature,
it is more than an order of magnitude more
likely to catalyze freezing than are the mineral
dusts. The BlightBan can nucleate ice at -15 ◦C
with SE = 103 cm−2, whereas mineral dust re-
quires almost five additional degrees of cooling
to achieve the same efficiency.

4. Atmospheric Relevance

As Figure 10 shows, few of the mineral dust
particles are effective as contact freezing nuclei
in the temperature range -15 to -20 ◦C. Con-
tact freezing is unlikely for a single particle-
droplet collision, but our tests show that im-
mersion freezing is even less likely (see Section
2) in that temperature range. (See also results
in Hoffmann et al. (2013b).) As an upper limit
on the production of ice by contact freezing by
the dusts, consider a dust concentration of 1
cm−3 (DeMott et al. 2003) in a cloud with a
droplet concentration of 100 cm−3 (Lamb and
Verlinde 2011, Chpt. 1). Further assume that
every dust particle is eventually collected by a
cloud droplet during the lifetime of the cloud.
At -20 ◦C, E is just over 5 × 10−4 for the min-

eral dusts. For simplicity we will round this to
E = 10−3 which leads to 1 nucleation event by
the contact mechanism for every liter of cloudy
air. Field observations of the number concentra-
tion of ice crystals produced by nucleation, not
secondary mechanisms, in clouds ranges from ∼
0.01 to 10 l−1 of cloudy air at -20 ◦C (Lamb and
Verlinde 2011, pg. 459).

Bacteria have the potential to be more signifi-
cant IN. The efficiencies for P. fluorescens A506
reported here are, on average, more than an or-
der of magnitude higher than those of the min-
eral dusts. The number concentrations of bac-
teria in the atmosphere are much more uncer-
tain. However, if we estimate that the num-
ber concentration of bacteria is 100× lower than
mineral dust (Phillips et al. 2008, Appendix C),
that would still yield approximately one nucle-
ation event per 2 liters of cloudy air at -20
◦C. SnomaxTMwould produce 10 ice crystals per
liter at -10 ◦C. The high temperature freezing
events (T > -10 ◦C) are particularly interest-
ing because they occur in the temperature range
of the most well documented ice multiplication
process, Hallett-Mossop. While these simple
back-of-the-envelope examples do not prove that
contact nucleation will lead to ice formation at
temperatures of mixed phase clouds, it does, at
least, suggest that contact nucleation may play
a role. More definitive conclusions will proba-
bly only be possible by incorporating realistic
contact nucleation parameterizations into cloud
modeling studies.

Finally, Figure 12 is a comparison between our
mineral dust and P. fluorescens data and a pa-
rameterization of naturally occurring ice nuclei.
Our data are shown as two best-fit lines, while
the parametization is from Phillips et al. (2008),
which is based on measurements of ice nuclei and
the surface area of natural aerosol. The parame-
ters for the best fit lines to our data are shown in
Table 4. We used representative number distri-
butions to derive the activated fraction from the
parameterization for comparison to our freezing
efficiencies. Note that Phillips et al. (2008) is
based on measurements made with a continuous
flow diffusion chamber, which has an upper limit
of one micron. The active fractions reported
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the data presented
in this study with the parameterization from
Phillips et al. (2008), based on measurements of
submicron aerosol particles in the atmosphere.
The activated fraction (our efficiency) of the
mineral dust is three to five orders of magni-
tude lower than either the parameterized immer-
sion or contact mode from Phillips et al. (2008)
across the temperature range for which our mea-
surements are valid.

here are biased high because we used values of
the surface area and total number of aerosol par-
ticles derived from our measurements, which are
dominated by particles with diameters greater
than one micron.

Comparison of our data to the parameterization
from Phillips et al. (2008) suggests that dust
aerosol in the atmosphere is three to five orders
of magnitude more likely to catalyze a freezing
event than are the laboratory generated dust
aerosol. One to three percent of naturally oc-
curring aerosol particles initiate freezing while
the efficiency of contact nucleation that we mea-
sured ranges from 10−5 to 10−7. Though our
efficiencies are much smaller than those derived
from the formulation of Phillips et al., the tem-
perature sensitivity is much greater, increasing
by two orders of magnitude over nine degrees,
whereas the parameterization increases by only
a factor of four. Though our P. fluorescens ef-
ficiencies are roughly 10× lower than the frozen
fractions from Phillips et al. (2008) for mineral
dust at -14 ◦C, they exceed the values at the
lowest temperatures tested.

Table 4. Parameters for the best fit lines
to the mineral dust and P. fluorescens con-
tact nucleation data. The lines are of the form
log(E) = b + aT . We have grouped the min-
eral dust together; the individual data sets are
similar enough as to be represented by a single
line.

Substance intercept slope
Mineral dust 50 ± 10 −0.22 ± 0.04
P. fluorescens 120 ± 10 −0.47 ± 0.05

The contrast between the efficiencies we mea-
sure for the dust and those predicted by Phillips
et al.’s parameterization highlights the need for
further investigation of this topic. Figure 12
clearly shows a large discrepancy between mea-
sured and predicted rates of contact nucleation,
though the freezing efficacy of an ice negative
bacterium that we document in this study may
provide an avenue for resolution. Recent work
(Conen et al. 2011; O’Sullivan et al. 2013) in-
dicates that material which would be classified
as mineral dust in the scheme of Phillips et al.
(2008) may have ice nucleating activity from the
biological residues associated with it.

5. Conclusions

We have quantified the fraction of aerosol parti-
cles which catalyze freezing in the contact mode
for three mineral dusts and three strains of bac-
teria for T ≥ −20 ◦C. For Arizona Test Dust,
feldspar, or rhyolitic ash, the freezing efficiency,
E, is less than 10−3 for -20 ◦C, decreasing to less
than 10−5 at -15 ◦C. In contrast to the mineral
dusts, an ice negative strain of Pseudomonas flu-
orescens is an order of magnitude more effec-
tive at every temperature tested, rising to E ≃
0.1 at -20 ◦C. Another commercially available
bacterium, SnomaxTM(Pseudomonas syringae)
reaches that value twelve degrees higher than
does the Pseudomonas fluorescens, similar to
what is seen with ice negative and positive bac-
teria in the immersion mode. The cells of Pseu-
domonas syringae CC94 that did not express the
ice nucleating gene, showed no contact freezing
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activity, whereas the ice negative strain of Pseu-
domonas fluorescens did, which highlights the
inherent variability within biological material.

Our contact nucleation efficiencies for mineral
dust are three to five orders of magnitude lower
than those derived from a parameterization of
ice nucleation activity in the contact mode as
determined from field measurements (Phillips
et al. 2008). (The field measurements and pa-
rameterization also show significantly higher ef-
ficiencies for the immersion mode in the temper-
ature range investigated.) Our measurements of
the contact freezing efficiency of both ice posi-
tive and negative bacteria may help to explain
this discrepancy, as biological material present
on atmospheric dusts could increase their effi-
cacy considerably.
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Chapter 5

Contact Freezing of Water by Salts
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Abstract

Water is unlikely to crystallize homogeneously at temperatures greater than

-34 ◦C. Freezing at higher temperatures is heterogeneous – catalyzed by the

presence of a second substance. If that substance is at an air-water interface,

the mode is called contact freezing, and it typically will trigger nucleation at

a higher temperature than if the substance were wholly immersed within the

liquid. We find that the impact of salt particles initiates freezing in experiments

using water droplets at supercoolings of 9 to 16 ◦C. These results show that

contact freezing nuclei need not be effective as immersion mode nuclei. We

discuss our results in the context of proposed mechanisms of contact freezing.

Finally, we use the timescales for diffusion of heat and of ions, and the prop-

agation of a sound wave through the droplet to estimate that contact freezing

occurs within 10 ns of impact.1

1Reprinted with permission from Niehaus, Joseph, and Will Cantrell. ”Contact Freezing of
Water by Salts.” The journal of physical chemistry letters 6.17 (2015): 3490-3495.. Copyright 2015
American Chemical Society.
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At atmospheric pressure, small quantities of pure water can be cooled to approxi-

mately -34 ◦C before crystallization spontaneously occurs. However, common expe-

rience shows that water will freeze at temperatures much closer to the melting point.

Such freezing events are heterogeneous and are triggered by the presence of a sec-

ond substance which acts as a catalyst, reducing the free energy barrier between the

metastable, supercooled water and ice. The degree to which the second substance

catalyzes the phase transition varies considerably. Self assembled monolayers of long

chain alcohols can initiate freezing at a supercooling of only one degree1 while some

mineral dusts may not become effective catalysts until just above the point at which

water freezes homogeneously.2

Common experience also shows that if a soluble substance is dissolved in water, both

the melting and freezing temperatures are reduced. (Note that while the melting

point is a well defined value, the freezing point is statistical, depending on the vol-

ume of water, the rate at which it is cooled, etc...) If both a soluble and insoluble

substance are added, the soluble substance depresses the freezing point, but the in-

soluble substance will act to increase the characteristic freezing temperature of the

solution.

The two most studied forms of heterogeneous freezing of water are the immersion

mode, wherein the catalyzing substance is wholly immersed within the bulk water,

and the deposition mode, in which an ice crystal forms on the surface of the catalyst

directly from the vapor phase. If the catalyzing substance impinges upon the surface

of the supercooled water, a third mode is possible, the so-called contact mode. Early

work on the topic showed that aerosol particles which hit a supercooled droplet of

water induced freezing at temperatures higher than if the same particles had been
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immersed within the droplet.3–5 More recent work has shown that the probability of

a single aerosol particle initiating freezing upon colliding with a droplet of water at

supercoolings of 15 to 25 ◦C is only 10−3 or lower.6,7 However, those experiments also

confirmed that for a single particle-droplet collision, contact freezing is more probable

than is immersion freezing.

Why is freezing more likely when the catalyst impinges upon the air-water interface?

Proposed mechanisms include subcritical ice embryos adsorbed to the surface of in-

coming particles,8 a momentary reduction in the free energy barrier between water

and ice as a result of the heat of wetting,9 an intrinsic reduction in the free energy

barrier at a three phase contact line,10–13 and the presence of small scale features at

the contact line.14 (See Ladino Moreno et al. 15 for a more comprehensive review of

theories and studies of contact nucleation.) Knollenberg proposed yet another mech-

anism for contact nucleation involving soluble substances, having recognized that

most of the salts present in the atmosphere are endothermic upon dissolution.16,17

Salt impinging upon a water surface induces cooling in the surrounding liquid as heat

is absorbed as the bonds within the salt are broken and the resulting ions hydrated.

If the water is cooled below the eutectic point for the water-salt system, freezing is

possible with the solid salt as a substrate. Alternatively, water may be cooled below

its homogeneous freezing limit, inducing freezing before the ions from the dissolving

crystal have diffused into the region which has been supercooled to that point.

Most contact freezing experiments have been with insoluble substances, motivated

in part by the supposition that a substance likely to catalyze freezing when fully

immersed within bulk water might also be likely to initiate freezing in the contact

mode. Early work showed that silver iodide, sand, and clay triggered freezing at a
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higher temperature in the contact mode than in the immersion mode.3 However, in

the same article, the authors briefly mention that salt and sugar were also contact

nuclei, at -11 and -13.5 ◦C respectively. No discussion was offered as to the mechanism

of freezing by a soluble substance. (Note that -11 ◦C is well above the eutectic point

for water and NaCl.)

We have tested six soluble substances (KCl, KI, NaCl, NaI, NaOH, and KOH; chem-

icals were purchased from Alfa Aesar and Fisher Scientific and used as received) as

contact nuclei, using a variation of the technique we developed for smaller particles of

mineral dust and bacteria.6,18 In essence, the experiment is a cold stage with a tem-

perature controlled vertical tube above it. Because we wanted to test larger particles

(25 µm to a few hundred µm diameter), the system is oriented vertically such that

the test particles fall onto the test droplets. The distance fallen is such that particles

reach terminal velocity and equilibrate with the air temperature within the tube.

More detail is given in the Experimental Methods section and the Supplementary

Material.

In 5 we report the threshold temperature, T0, as the lowest temperature at which

collisions of our test compounds with a supercooled droplet produced no freezing

events. Below T0, all of the substances exhibited freezing. T80 is the temperature at

which freezing occurred in four out of five tests. The eutectic temperature Teutectic,

heat of dissolution ∆Hdissolution, and density ρ, are all taken from values reported in

literature.

T0 clearly shows a dependence on composition, and a decrease in the temperature

leads to an increase in the probability that freezing will occur. The majority of tests
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Table 5: Threshold freezing temperature (T0), 80% freezing temperature (T80), eu-
tectic temperature (Teutectic), heat of dissolution (∆Hd), and density (ρ) of the alkali
salts tested for contact freezing activity. The heats of dissolution and densities are
taken from the CRC Handbook 19 while the eutectics are taken from Solubilities .20

Substance T0 (◦C) T80% (◦C) Teutectic (◦C) ∆Hd (kJ/mol) ρ (g/cm3)
NaI -7 -13 -31.5 -7.53 3.67
KI -8 -12 -23.2 20.33 3.1
NaOH -11 -15 -28 -44.51 2.13
KOH -11 -15 -62.8 -57.61 2.12
NaCl -12 -15 -21.2 -3.88 2.16
KCl -12 -13 -10.8 17.22 1.98

are performed above the solute-water eutectic, with the exception of KCl. T0 for KCl

is below the eutectic; the equilibrium state is solid salt plus ice. It is possible in

this case that ice could form directly from the vapor phase on the falling salt crystal,

triggering freezing of the test droplet upon contact. However, we consider it more

likely that the crystal began to dissolve as it fell through the droplet’s vapor field,

following Ostwald’s rule of stages, resulting in a metastable solution of dissolved ions.

In these experiments, the collision of the aerosol particle with the test droplet must

have triggered freezing. The particles cannot act as catalysts in the bulk liquid

at these supercoolings because they would simply reduce the freezing point upon

dissolution. (As noted above, KCl is the exception to this.) It has been suggested

that the sites which catalyze freezing in the immersion mode (so-called active sites)

are also the sites which trigger contact freezing, though it is not known why these

domains would be effective at higher temperatures when at the air-water interface

than when in the bulk.7 In the experiments described here, the particles have no

immersion mode active sites. Thus freezing must be initiated by the collision. As

further confirmation of this, we melted some of the droplets, then cooled them back

to the temperature of the original contact freezing test. None of them froze when
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subjected to this procedure, corroborating our assertion that the phase transition is

nucleated by the particles’ impact.

We rule out the presence of sites upon the surface of the falling particles which

catalyze freezing before they begin to dissolve because droplets have already begun

to deliquesce when they collide with the test droplet. Droplets are allowed to reach

thermal and evaporative equilibrium before a freezing test begins; the vapor field

around it will cause falling particles to take up water and begin to deliquesce, forming

a brine layer. Cooper8 estimated that a monolayer of water will form on a solid surface

as it falls through a vapor field in 10−4 s; salt particles do begin to take up detectable

amounts of water, even before deliquescence, so we are confident that the particles

in our system have at least begun to deliquesce when they hit the droplet. (See the

Supplementary Material for an estimation of the time required for particles to form

a layer of brine upon the surface.) In the case of NaI, NaOH, and KOH, the brine

layer will be heated above the temperature of the ambient air due to exothermic

dissolution and condensation. The condensation of water vapor and the associated

release of latent heat will be partially offset in the case of the three endothermic salts.

In any case, the particles which collide with the test droplet are not dry solids.

None of the mechanisms15,16 of contact freezing listed above are consistent with these

experiments, with the possible exception of one proposed by Fukuta, discussed in

further detail below. The mechanism cannot depend on the presence of a solid sur-

face,8,10,11,14 as there is no solid surface upon which a pre-critical ice embryo could

form. The local cooling hypothesis, proposed by Knollenberg16,17 is also discarded

because NaI, KOH, and NaOH are exothermic upon dissolution. Water in the vicinity

of the aerosol particle’s impact is heated, not cooled.
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Eliminating most of the proposed contact freezing mechanisms and considering the

fact that collisions of 10 µm diameter particles of NaCl with test droplets did not cause

freezing in experiments we conducted with our flow-through system18 leads us to the

size of the particles as a possible cause of the freezing. (A more detailed explanation

of the tests with NaCl in the flow-through system is given in the Supplementary

Material.) Larger particles fall at higher speeds and thus create a more pronounced

mechanical disturbance upon collision with the droplet. 13 is a plot of the area

equivalent diameter, Deq, of dry particles that fell directly onto the microscope slides

we use as substrates for the test droplets.

Deq =

√
4Ap

π
(1)

where Ap is the projected area of a given aerosol particle on the slide. (The mass

of salt which collided with the droplets in each of the freezing tests is shown in the

Supplementary Material. Those masses are determined by measuring the volume of

the residue left after the water evaporates.) The majority of the particles which col-

lided with test droplets had diameters between 50 and 150 µm. The distributions for

NaI and KI peak at smaller diameters because they are denser, and smaller particles

still have the inertia to overcome the counterflow. 13 shows that the variation in the

size distributions among the compounds we tested is not dramatic which indicates

that differences in the sizes of the particles is unlikely to explain the differences in

the threshold freezing temperatures which we observe.

To further explore the difference in the freezing efficacy of the compounds, we plot

in 14 the highest temperature at which freezing was observed, (T0 − 1◦C), for each

substance as a function of the density. It scales almost linearly. The most obvious
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Figure 13: Area equivalent diameter of dry particles that fell through the system.
From visual inspection, none of the particles had aspect ratios greater than 2. Due
to the counterflow, less dense salts peaked at larger diameters. We were unable to
obtain size distributions from KOH because the aerosol particles deliquesced.

Figure 14: The highest temperature at which freezing was observed, (T0 − 1◦C),
plotted as a function of the density for all the compounds tested.
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conclusion is that the fall speed is determining T0, given that the sizes of the particles

are similar, but the densities vary. The lack of correlation with the heat of dissolution

leads us to believe chemistry is not playing a dominant role in the freezing process.

Figure 15: Left: Terminal velocity of spheres of the specified density as a function
of the diameter. Terminal velocity is calculated numerically from expressions for
terminal velocity as a function of the drag coefficient.21 The salt particles are non-
spherical, so the actual velocity will be slightly below the values shown here.21 Right:
The kinetic energy follows directly from the terminal velocity, proportional to vTS

2

and Dp
3

The left panel of 15 shows calculated terminal velocities as a function of diameter and

density. The velocities of the particles cover approximately a factor of 50, from the

smallest, least dense particles, to the largest, most dense. For example, a 25 micron

diameter particle of KCl has a terminal velocity of 4 cm/s while a 200 micron diameter

particle of NaI has a terminal velocity of 200 cm/s. At the time of collision, the

particles are moving at or near terminal velocity. Recall however, that the particles are

taking up water as they fall through the droplet’s vapor field, so they are accelerating

slightly. The calculated kinetic energy carried by particles of a given diameter and

density is plotted in the right panel of 15. The natural energy scale for this problem

is the magnitude of the Gibbs free energy barrier to nucleation, ∆G, which Sanz

et al. 22 have estimated as 515kBT or 1.84× 10−18 J for homogeneous nucleation at a
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supercooling of 14.5 ◦C. Nearly all particles with a diameter larger than 50µm carry

this energy. If the energy of a particle-droplet collision were such that it somehow

triggered freezing, we should see no dependence on the particles’ composition.

However, our results do suggest that the collision can introduce energy to the meta-

stable liquid in a way that promotes nucleation. Fukuta 9 argued that perhaps a

transient zone of increased free energy is responsible for the fact that contact mode

freezing typically occurs at higher temperatures than does freezing in the immersion

mode. As surfaces come very near liquid water, vapor molecules will adsorb to the

solid. Upon being plunged into the bulk, these molecules must reorient to accommo-

date for hydrogen bonds with the liquid structure. The energy associated with that

reorientation is the difference in the free energies of the adsorbed molecules and the

bulk water, i.e. the heat of wetting. Fukuta proposed that the transient increase in

free energy at the interface might temporarily lower the free energy barrier to nucle-

ation in the adjacent layers. Hence the only requirement for an increased nucleation

rate upon contact is the continual subduction of adsorbed vapor molecules into the

bulk.

In the context of Classical Nucleation Theory, the Gibbs free energy difference upon

creation of an ice embryo upon a substrate (e.g. an aerosol particle) is usually written

as24

∆G = −Vi∆µ+ Ai,lσi,l + Ai,sσi,s − Ai,sσl,s (2)

where Vi is the volume of the ice nucleus, ∆µ is the free energy difference per volume

between ice and liquid, Ai,lσi,l is the free energy cost of the ice-liquid interface, and

Ai,sσi,s−Ai,sσl,s is the change in free energy upon replacing an area of the substrate in

contact with the liquid with one in contact with the ice embryo. Fukuta noted that the
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final term in 2 is where the transient increase in the free energy due to wetting would

manifest itself, as σl,s is increased, lowering ∆G in total. In the experiments described

here, the first two terms in 2 remain, but the remaining ones are questionable since the

particles start to deliquesce before they make contact with the test droplet. However,

it is clear that some transient effect, which is a consequence of the collision (e.g.

the pressure wave which radiates out from the site of the impact), results in a lower

energy barrier and higher nucleation rate.

Though we can only speculate at this time as to the mechanism of contact freezing

in our experiments, we can place limits on the time scale in which the freezing takes

place. We start by assuming that the nucleation event occurs in the ”most likely”

conditions, when the water droplet is coldest and before any ions diffuse into the

region in which the critical nucleus forms. We see freezing for both endothermic and

exothermic heats of dissolution, so we rule out the possibility that dissolution forms

a locally cold region which facilitates formation of a critical embryo. The critical

embryo must form before any heat from the exothermic compounds propagates into

the pure water. We also rule out the possibility that the critical embryo forms on the

salt surface itself, as in the case of deposition nucleation, because of the brine layer

which forms as the particles fall through the droplet’s vapor field.

The time scale for diffusive processes can be estimated as

τ =
L2

D
(3)

where L is a characteristic length and D is the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion

coefficient for ions in water25 and the thermal diffusivity of water19 are Dions =

2 × 10−5 cm2/s and Dthermal = 0.0014 cm2/s respectively. The other time scale
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to consider is the time required for a pressure wave to travel the distance L. The

pressure, or mechanical, timescale is then simply τ = L
vsound

where we have taken

vsound = 1400 m/s. (The variation in the speed of sound with temperature plays a

negligible role here.)

16 is a plot of the three timescales as a function of distance from an impact of an

aerosol particle with a test droplet. The plot shows that ions diffuse into the droplet

slowly leaving diffusion of heat and the time for the pressure wave to propagate as

limits for a nucleation event. Since the freezing event is triggered by the impact of

the particle with the droplet, and the fact that a collision has occurred is carried

at the speed of sound, the lower bound is set by the time for the pressure wave to

reach a given distance away from the impact. Heat released as exothermic compounds

dissolve raises the temperature of the water, decreasing the nucleation rate, setting

the upper bound for the timescale in which the nucleation even could be triggered.

The lower plot in 16 shows the timescales if the freezing event takes place within 100

nm of the impact. The size of the critical nucleus at a supercooling of 14.5 ◦C is ∼ 6

nm.22 Close to the point of impact, nucleation must be quite rapid, on the order of

10−8 seconds.

Much of the research in contact freezing has been motivated by its possible relevance

for ice initiation in Earth’s atmosphere. The results presented here will not be directly

relevant for that since there are very few salt crystals with a size of hundreds of microns

at elevations relevant for ice formation. However, the fact that contact nuclei need

not be effective as immersion mode nuclei should be relevant in the search for a more

comprehensive description of freezing by atmospheric aerosol. More generally, our

results suggest that the kinetic energy from a mechanical disturbance can contribute
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Figure 16: Upper panel: The three characteristic timescales as a function of the
distance from an impact of an aerosol particle with a test droplet. The test droplets
are ≈ 3 mm (i.e. 3000 µm) in diameter. The shaded region shows the bounds for the
timescale for nucleation. Lower panel: If the nucleation event takes place within 100
nm of the point of impact, the time scale for nucleation is on the order of 10−8 s.
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to a reduction in the free energy barrier to nucleation, enhancing the probability of a

phase transition.

In summary, we have shown that collisions of simple ionic substances with moderately

supercooled water will trigger freezing. This effect must depend upon the collision

itself, as the substances we have used as freezing catalysts would depress the freezing

point upon dissolution into the bulk. In other words, we have shown that contact

freezing nuclei need not be effective as immersion mode nuclei since none of the

catalysts described here will act as freezing nuclei in the immersion mode. These

results are consistent with only one of the many mechanisms proposed to explain

why contact freezing is typically more likely than freezing in the immersion mode.

Further, because we can estimate time scales for competing processes in the systems

we have tested, we can place stringent limits upon the time scale in which contact

freezing must be initiated.

Experimental Methods

Our technique for quantitative measurement of contact freezing of water initiated

by the impact of aerosol particles composed of simple ionic substances is based on

the same principle as our previous measurements of contact freezing by dusts and

bacteria.6 Measurement of contact freezing differs from the measurement of other

modes of heterogeneous nucleation in that the surface of a supercooled droplet of water

must come into contact with an aerosol particle and the subsequent freezing event

detected. For quantitative assessment, the number of aerosol-droplet interactions

before freezing must be known.
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Our basic approach, shown schematically in 17, is to allow aerosol particles to settle

at terminal velocity onto a supercooled droplet. We do this for two reasons. The

first is so the speed of impact is known. The second is so the vapor field around the

droplet is steady until the aerosol particles pass through it. This is unique from other

designs, where, for example, the particles are introduced to the air upstream of the

droplet, and carried to it by an airflow.3,18

coolant in

coolant out

counterflow

vent

sieve

Cu block

test droplet

recess for rtd

Delrin cap

window

76 cm

NOT TO SCALE

Figure 17: Schematic cross section of the vertically oriented contact freezing system
and the temperature profile within the drop tube. The high temperatures near the
bottom of the fall tube are an artifact of having the copper chamber open while
measuring the temperature profile. Note that the schematic is not to scale.

The basic elements of the technique are a particle hopper, a fall tube, and a cold

stage. Particles in the hopper are roughly size selected using a brass mesh of known

size. Those smaller than the mesh size fall into the tube. A counter flow is used to

reject smaller particles (Dp <∼ 50µm). Note that because particles are rejected in

the counterflow based on the aerodynamic diameter, which depends on the density of

the particles, the size rejected depends on the chemical composition of the particles.

Larger particles (not rejected by the counterflow) fall through the 1
4

inch o.d. tube

onto the droplet. The section of the tube above the droplet is jacketed by a hollow
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PVC pipe filled with coolant. The coolant is kept at a constant temperature with a

circulating liquid chiller (Julabo, CF40) to reduce the difference between the aerosol

and droplet temperature. The temperature profile is shown in 17.

The test droplets sit directly under the drop tube in a milled copper block, which

serves to stabilize the temperature. The block is thermostatted with a Peltier ele-

ment (Ferrotec) driven with an Accuthermo temperature controller (FTC 100). The

temperature of the droplet is inferred from an rtd which sits in a recess directly un-

derneath it. The air temperature is also monitored with a type K thermocouple.

The temperature readings of the rtd and thermocouple in the sample chamber were

calibrated against the melting point of a droplet of pure water.

The test droplets are 5µl and sit on a silanized glass slide (Hampton Scientific).

Freezing events are detected by focusing a HeNe laser through the droplet onto a

photodiode. Upon freezing, the opacity of the droplet changes dramatically, resulting

in a corresponding decrease in signal at the photodiode. Freezing is also confirmed

visually by opening the chamber after a freezing event is registered by the photodiode.

Because we have used soluble substances, the size distributions of the particles which

fall onto the droplets are determined in separate experiments in which a test droplet

is not on the cold stage. The aerosol particles fall onto one of the glass slides, which is

then removed from the cold stage and examined with an optical microscope. The cross

sectional area of the particles on the slide is determined from an analysis of digital

images, using ImageJ. The diameters we report are the area equivalent diameters,

derived from the cross sectional area using 1. We were able to derive distributions for

five of the six substances used. We were unable to obtain reliable distributions for
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KOH because the particles deliquesced even in the low relative humidity of the lab.

We cannot derive size distributions of the particles which actually fall onto the test

droplets because they dissolve. In those cases, we derive the mass of salt which

impacted the droplet by removing it from the cold stage, allowing it to evaporate,

and then examining the residue of salt left behind. The area equivalent diameter of

the residue is derived in the same way as outlined above. The approximate thickness

of the deposit is obtained by turning the slide 90 degrees and imaging the deposits

again. Further details of the experiment and sample preparation are given in the

Supplementary Material.
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Chapter 6

Future Work

There were a number of exploratory experiments performed in the Atmospheric Sci-

ence Lab at Fisher B021 that, although not complete, may serve to guide future

generations. First we will explore those with the least structure, then move on to

those with more.

6.1 Terminal Velocity

The experiment described in Chapter 6 took advantage of the different densities of

salt as a proxy for terminal velocity. Denser particles of the same size will reach a

higher settling velocity. The same effect could be achieved by changing the density of

air in the system. The copper stage at the bottom has a port to the side that can be

put under vacuum, and the air evacuated. The same effect of varying fall speed can

be achieved with the exact same substance, removing any variations in preparation.

Depending on the results, this could also lend credibility to the idea that chemistry

is not determining the ice nucleation.
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6.2 Biomass Burning

The effect of wildfires on ice nuclei in the atmosphere has been of interest to the

scientific community for some time. Some efforts have been taken to characterize

soot in the immersion and deposition modes [1] [8] [3] [9] [4], and find carbon to be

a pretty poor nucleator. However, thus far no efforts have been made to quantify the

contact mode.

The difficulty with soot is that depending on the temperature of the burn and com-

position of the source, the particles end up with different morphologies and organic

coatings. The composition and morphology of soot particles in the atmosphere varies

widely based on source material, burn conditions, interaction with chemical species,

and photo-oxidation. Time spent in the atmosphere tends to compact the soot par-

ticles, making them more spherical, while they accrue a liquid shell of secondary

organic aerosol.

The implications of these processes on ice nucleating ability is unclear. Experiments

[1] indicate that liquid coatings increase IN activity. However, to understand all

these processes is a very expensive (both in time and money) endeavor, and our

initial experiments are an attempt to quantify the range of IN activity.

6.2.1 Biomass Generation for the CINC

With the help of Parker Schimler, we developed two methods of generating smoke and

soot particles for characterization with the CINC described in Chapter 4. The first

is a slightly modified wood smoker. The exhaust was drilled for an exit port, where
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smoke can be drawn off under vacuum. It is important to note that the smoke plume

will be considerably hotter than room air, and efforts should be taken to ensure that

it is cooled appropriately by the time it reaches the cold stage.

The second method is the use of a butane torch to turn biomass samples into ash. The

ash is then put into the a wrist-action shaker (Burrell Scientific LLC) and agitated.

Samples of Red Oak, White Oak, Douglas Fir, Spruce, Birch, and Pine were collected

locally in the Keweenaw region, Michigan. They were then turned into aerosol by one

of the methods listed above. It was soon discovered that unless the samples are dried,

they decay despite being in sealed plastic bags. The samples then must be labeled

by time elapsed since collection.

Generating a fire similar to a forest fire is a difficult endeavor. Instead of trying

to recreate the burn conditions, we will generate soot from different samples and

look for any obvious characterization differences. Should there appear to be different

nucleating efficiencies, we can then investigate the sample and burn conditions more

rigorously. Surveying soot for contact mode has not yet been attempted, and the data

can obtained can be used as a bounds for IN efficiency until it is better understood.

6.2.2 Preliminary Results

The same procedure described in Articles 1 and 2 has been used to characterize ash

from the butane torch method. Results indicate some sample variation. Ashes from

Douglas fir have an efficiency (defined in Chapter 4) of 7.6× 10−5 at -20C while Red

Oak shows an efficiency of 1.1 × 10−3. The data is suggestive, but again without

rigorous control on the burn conditions the most we can say is that these efficiencies

are similar to those of mineral dust from Chapter 5.
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Future studies will look into the variability of a single species as it ages, and charac-

terize the efficacy of the dust plumes instead of just the residual aerosol. By using the

Fourier Transfer Infrared Spectrometer available, some information about burn vari-

ability and organic content can be recovered. Although, that is likely a dissertation

in itself.
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